
UWThPh-2001-20April 2001Magi Moments:A Collaboration with John BellR.A. BertlmannInstitut f�ur Theoretishe Physik, Universit�at WienBoltzmanngasse 5, A-1090 Vienna, AustriaAbstratI want to give an impression of the time I spent together withJohn S. Bell, of the atmosphere of our ollaboration and friendship. Ibriey review our work, the methods of nonrelativisti approximationsto quantum �eld theory for alulating the properties of heavy quark-antiquark bound states.1 PrologueThe working plae of John Bell was CERN. Near the entrane of this hugelaboratory stands the building where the Theory Division is loated. ThereJohn Stewart Bell { often abbreviated just by JSB { had his oÆe on the�rst oor.It was in 1978 when I ame to CERN for the �rst time as a young Aus-trian with a Fellowship there. CERN was very impressive for its experimentalfailities, the big olliders, and as a plae where one ould meet all the dis-tinguished physiists of the �eld.One of the great physiists in the Theory Division was John Bell. Hewas highly respeted and often onsulted by his olleagues. He ould judgeif a theory was right or wrong, or as he phrased it: sound or wrotten . JSBwas alled the Orale of CERN; there was a ertain aura around him and hisoÆe. In my �rst impression the oÆe was full of boxes where he �led theletters and olleted the works of the several �elds. He himself was sitting1



Figure 1: Desk of J.S. Bell at CERNdigni�ed on an armhair whih sometimes dangerously bent bakwards andonly he ould use. In the middle of the room was standing a double-desk,on the walls were attahed two blakboards opposite to eah other. In Fig.1you an see a little bit of his desk.So you an imagine how exiting it was for me to get into ontat withthis man. I remember very well it was after a Seminar in the Theory Di-vision, we had tea in the Common Room. There he approahed me, thenewomer, and introdued himself: \I am John Bell, where are you from?What are you working on here?" My interest was alulating the propertiesof heavy quark-antiquark systems { quarkonium { spei�ally the wavefun-tions, a hot subjet at that time sine harmonium (the J= family) hadbeen found in 1974 and the even heavier system bottonium (the � family)reently disovered in 1977. 2



Bell was very interested in my explanations, he even liked my results,sine they were in aordane with his Thomas-Fermi model alulations.So our disussions in this �eld began and beame rather quikly a loserinvestigation into what is alled duality.2 Duality in hadroni reationsThe oneption of duality is often used in physis. What I mean is that twoseemingly di�erent phenomena are strongly orrelated to eah other; theyappear as the dual aspets of one and the same reality [1℄.Hadron prodution in e+e� ollisionsLet us onsider the prodution of hadrons (strongly interating partiles) ineletron-positron ollisions. Then among the hadrons there are also reso-nanes produed, the �; �; J= ;� families of partilese+ e� �! hadrons� � J= � : : : resonanes+ + + +(u�u+ d �d) (s�s) (�) (b�b) boundstates (1)The ross-setion for these proesses I have plotted qualitatively in Fig.2 andit exhibits the following feature. At low energies some pumps appear, theresonanes, but at high energies the urve beomes quite at or asymptoti-ally smooth. These are two di�erent phenomena, the resonane produtionand the asymptoti prodution of hadrons.Question: Are they related to eah other in a dual sense?Answer: Yes, they are.Question: How an we understand that?Hadrons onsist of quarks whih are on�ned and interat strongly via glu-ons (the olour fore). Now, at high energies, whih orresponds to shortdistanes, the quarks behave as quasi-free partiles. The orresponding �eldtheory { quantum hromo dynamis QCD { is asymptotially free. So therethe proess e+ e� �! q �q quasi-free (anti-) quark (2)
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Figure 2: The hadroni ross-setion in e+e� ollisions shown qualitativelyis a good approximation. Then the ross-setion approahes a onstantE2�q�q(E) �! 4��23 3Xq e2q = onstant (3)whih is proportional to the sum of the quark harges squared e2q times theolour fator 3. So we �nd the asymptotis orretly.However, at low energies, where the quarks an penetrate into larger dis-tanes (the typial distane is of order fermi), they are on�ned and generatebound states whih show up as resonanes. These states are named quarko-nium in analogy to positronium.DualityIt was J.J. Sakurai [2℄ who formulated duality quantitatively. He found thatif you average the ross-setion suitably over all resonanes then it agreeswith the averaged asymptotisZ�E E2�res(E)dE = Z�E E2�q�q(E)dE : (4)Relation (4) is alled global duality.Here is the point where Bell and I began our investigations [3℄.We simplyasked: How far an we push duality?How many resonanes do we need in order to reprodue the asymptotis?4



Figure 3: Approximation of resonanes by delta funtionsThe answer is quite simple:One individual resonane is enough!This we alled loal duality [3℄�E �! �Eres : (5)The explanation why it works we found in nonrelativisti potential theory.3 Nonrelativisti potential theoryAlthough the bound states of quark-antiquark pairs are not ideal nonrela-tivisti systems, they deay and the relative veloity of the quarks is ratherhigh (v � 0:3 ), nonrelativisti potential theory is an amazingly powerfultool to desribe their properties.So for our purpose of energy averaging the ross-setion we an approxi-mate the resonanes very well by a sum of delta funtionsE2�res(E) = 6�2Xn �een Æ(E � En) : (6)This replaement of the ross-setion I have illustrated in Fig.3. The leptoniwidth of the resonane is related to the wave funtion at origin by�een = N j n(0)j2m2 N = 4��23 � 3 � e2q : (7)5



On the other hand, in a nonrelativisti approximation the ross-setion forquasi-free quarks depends just on their relative veloity v =pE=mE2�q�q(E) = N 3v2 K(v) :+Coulomb enhanement fator (8)The funtion K(v) arises from the short distane part of the potential andis alulable. For example, in the ase of the Coulomb potential it denotesthe well-known Coulomb enhanement fator.

At this stage I must tell a story whih happened when I was alulating somespei� short distane funtions K(v). One day John Bell said: \Show meyour alulations at home!" So in the evening I went to his apartment, ina big new building in Geneva, I took the lift to the seond oor, and I wasvery exited when I rang the bell. John Bell opened the door, he was aloneand o�ered me a drink, an orange juie. But I was so exited that I forgotto press my �ngers on the glass, the whole orange juie dropped on the oorand polluted the beautiful arpet. I was shoked but John smiled and said:\You sit down and think { I lean the oor". I ertainly ouldn't think, Inearly fainted.Coming bak to expressions (6) and (8), if we ompare both we an hekquantitatively whether duality (4) in its loal form (5) is true. The result for
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Figure 4: Paper of magi momentsloal duality is 4�j n(0)j2 = m2� Z�En dE v(E)K(E) ;* *o.k. within few % (9)where we have hosen for eah resonane the energy interval�E �! �En = En � En�12 : (10)Calulating now the wavefuntions and the integrals in Eq.(9) expliitly itturns out that this loal duality relation holds surprisingly well. For theground state the duality integral in Eq.(9) approximates the wavefuntionwithin a few perent, for the higher levels it pratially oinides, and thisrather independent of the potentials we used (for details see Ref.[3℄).What's the reason for it?Let us further apply the mean value theorem to the duality integral in Eq.(9)then we �nd an expression whih is quite familiar [4, 5, 6℄. It's the WKBrelation 4�j n(0)j2 = m 32� pEn K(En)dEndnwavefuntion () energy spetrum (11)7



whih relates the wavefuntion at origin to the energy spetrum. So we antrae bak duality to a well-known result in quantum mehanis.

When we had our results and also thought to have understood them Johnproposed: \You begin to write the paper!" I felt very proud, worked all night,and showed him the paper the next day. John smiled: \Oh, that looks nie, Iwill have a loser look into it." The day afterwards he returned the paper. Iwas shoked to �nd that there was no word left in the plae where I had putit { it was a ompletely di�erent paper! But, thank God, I slowly improved.R�esum�eInvestigating loal duality, the energy smearing of a resonane ross-setionby a quasi-free quark ross-setion, we �nd that relation (9) is very aurateindependent of the onsidered potential.This feature an be understood quite naively [1℄. In the duality relationwe allow for an energy spread, whih means { via the unertainty relation {that we fous on small values of the onjugate variable time. But for shorttimes the orresponding wave annot spread far enough to feel the details ofthe long distane part, the on�ning potential. So this part an be negleted,though ertainly not the short distane part.For this reason we an predit from a quasi-free q�q pair the wave funtionat origin of the bound state, the leptoni width or the area of the resonanequasifree q�q �! j n(0)j2 � �eeres � area of resonane : (12)However, if we want to push the idea of duality even further in order tobeome sensitive for the position of the state, the mass of the resonane,8



then we penetrate into larger distanes and we must have some informationabout on�nement.That's the subjet Bell and I got interested in next and it resulted in awonderful ollaboration whih we alled magi moments , see Fig.4.4 Magi moments

One of John's habits was to have a 4 o'lok tea . So in our afternoon dis-ussions in John's oÆe we always made a break. It was like a ritual, at twominutes to four we left the oÆe and stepped down to the CERN afeteria.There John ordered in his typial British aent: \deux infusions verveine,s'il vous plâit", John's favorite tea. There, in a relaxed atmosphere, we talkednot only about physis but also about politis, philosophy, and when RenataBertlmann was with us we also had heated disussions about modern art.When we worked at home a similar tea ritual took plae in his at, andas you an see from Fig.5, it took us quite a time to hoose the right sort ofverveine.So it was in this atmosphere verveine that John and I disussed how toinlude on�nement in our duality idea in order to determine a bound stateposition.Our starting point was the vauum polarization tensor in quantum �eldtheory. This is the Fourier transform of the vauum expetation value of thetime ordered produt of two urrentsi Z dx eiqxh
jT j�(x)j�(0)j
i = �(q2)(q�q� � q2g��) : (13)It an be alulated within �eld theory, QCD, with help of Feynman dia-grams, loop diagrams whih I have depited in Fig.6. The novel thing is that9



Figure 5: John Bell and Reinhold Bertlmann hoosing the right sort of tea
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Figure 6: Feynman diagrams for the vauum polarization tensorthe usual perturbation series, representing the short distane interation, getsmodi�ed by adding a small part (third diagram in Fig.6), the so-alled gluonondensate hGGi, the vauum expetation value of two gluon �eld strengthtensors. This part had been introdued at that time by a Russian group [7℄in order to aount for the longer distanes, the inuene of on�nement.MomentsAgain, our investigation was within potential theory, where we ould alu-late both the perturbative and the exat result. For the energy smearing wehose exponentials (they worked best) and we de�ned the following nonrel-ativisti moment [8℄M(�) = Z dE e�E� Im�(E) ; (14)where Im�(E) is the imaginary part of the vauum polarization funtionalulable via the Feynman diagrams of Fig.6.When we do the alulation, whih is atually a perturbation theoryalulation with respet to an imaginary time, the result is the followingM(�) = 38m24�( m4�� ) 32�1 + 43�Sp�m � 12 � 4�2288mh�S� GGi � 3� : (15)The leading term orresponds to the free motion of the quarks (�rst diagramin Fig.6); it is perturbed by the �s term, representing the short distaneinteration (seond diagram), and by the gluon ondensate hGGi term, re-sponsible for the longer distanes (third diagram).On the other hand, the exat moment { whih is our `experimental' mo-ment ontaining the resonanes, the bound states { is given by the optial11



theorem Im�(E) � �(E) (16)whih relates the imaginary part of the vauum polarization funtion (theforward sattering amplitude) to the total ross-setion. Inserting this ross-setion within our potential theory, Eq.(6) together with Eq.(7), we getIm�(E) = 38mXn 4�j n(0)j2Æ(E � En) : (17)This is the expression we have to insert into Eq.(14) to �nd the exat non-relativisti moment.Ground stateHow do we obtain the ground state level?To �nd the ground state level E1, the mass of the resonane M = 2m+ E1,we �nally work with a logarithmi derivative, the ratio of momentsR(�) = � dd� logM(�) = R dE E e�E�Im�(E)R dE e�E�Im�(E) ��!1�! E1 : (18)For large (imaginary) times � the ratio of moments uts o� the ontributionsfrom the higher states and projets the ground state energy E1.In the orresponding theoretial { perturbative { expression we regard theminimum value, even though not ourring at in�nity, as an approximationto E1 minR(�) = E1 ;* *o.k. within few % (19)where the theoretial ratio of moments is given by a very simple formulaR(�) = 32� � 23�Sp�m�� 12 + 4�296mh�S� GGi � 2 : (20)The mass of the orresponding resonane is then M = 2m+minR(�).What's now the result? 12



Figure 7: ratio of moments plotted qualitativelyLet me disuss a typial example, harmonium, with values m = 1:4GeV ,�s = 0:3 and h�s� GGi = 0:02GeV 4. I have plotted the ratio R(�) in Fig.7. Itshows the following typial features:The exat ratio approahes rather quikly its limit E1. The theoretialratio agrees perfetly for small times and stabilizes for large times. Thisstability, the minimum, happens to be already lose to the ground state,quantitatively within 12%. So we get a good predition for the position ofthe ground state.BalaneWe ould show within potential theory that there exists a balane whih wean phrase in the following way [8℄:ourse enoughpertubation theory o.k () �ne enoughE1 aurate (21)The energy average an be made oarse enough { involving small times { forthe modi�ed perturbation theory to work, while on the other hand �ne enoughfor the individual levels to emerge learly.Surprising? Yes! Intuitively we had expeted that for a learly emerginglevel the on�nement fore must be dominant and not just a small additionalperturbation. The moments, however, fored us to re-eduate our intuition,when modifying the perturbation, levels do appear for magial reasons.
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5 Equivalent potentialSine John and I worked within potential theory it was quite natural for usto ask whether one an attah a potential to this gluon ondensate e�et.This led us to our next ollaboration [9, 10℄.

One of the nie things about being a physiist is that you travel around theworld and meet your ollaborators and friends everywhere. So it happenedthat in the year 1983 I stayed at the University of Marseille together withEduardo de Rafael. He also invited John and Mary Bell to visit the insti-tute. There we had interesting disussions and we also enjoyed the beautifulsurroundings. One of our walks to the Calanque of Port Alon you an see inFig.8. We even arranged a nie British weather for John, whih was not soeasy to get in the South of Frane.When starting from quantum �eld theory we faed the essential diÆultyof representing the gluon ondensate insertion, in the gluon propagator, bya potential. Whereas from the short distane part of the gluon propagator apotential an be extrated in the usual way, the familiar Coulomb potential,the long distane part, the gluon ondensate ontribution, diverges in thisproedure. So we had to look for regularized quantities. But these we hadalready lose at hand { these were our magi moments .We know already the gluon ondensate e�et of quantum �eld theory ina nonrelativisti approximation, it is expression (15). So what we have to dois to alulate the nonrelativisti moment (14) within quantum mehanisdetermined by the HamiltonianH = p2m + V ; (22)14



Figure 8: Reinhold Bertlmann, John Bell and Mary Bell on a walk in theCalanque of Port Alon, South of Frane, 1983where V represents now the potential.The moment de�ned by equation (14) we an rewrite, by virtue of ex-pression (17), asM(�) = Z dE e�E�Im�(E) = 38m2 Xn 4�j n(0)j2 e�En�= 38m2 h~x = 0je�H� j~x = 0i (23)and we reover the (imaginary) time-dependent Green funtion at ~x = 0.Aording to our previous proedure, we perturb the kineti term by thepotential with respet to the time �e�H� = e� p2m � � Z �0 d� 0 e� p2m (��� 0) V e� p2m � 0 : (24)The perturbation integral is determined by the potential and the familiarfree Green funtion. For power potentials likeV = Xs �srs (25)15



the result for the moment is quite simple [8℄M(�) = 38m24�( m4�� ) 32�1�Xs �s�(s2 + 1) m ( �m) s2+1� : (26)This perturbation formula we have to ompare with the orresponding �eld-theoreti expression (15). Identifying term by term (s = �1 and s = 4) leadsto the equivalent potential of Bell and Bertlmann [9℄VBB = �4�S3r + �2144h�S� GGi mr4 : (27)It is a superposition of Coulomb and quarti potential, it is quite steep andmass (or avour) dependent. So it is rather di�erent to those favoured bythe potential modellers [11℄.Finally, John and I also onsidered very heavy quarkonium systems whihare very ompat and dominated by the Coulomb interation [12, 13℄. Therewe also found a stati potential reproduing preisely the gluon ondensateontribution, however, it is also mass dependent [14℄.In onlusion, no adequate bridge is found between �eld theory witha gluon ondensate ontribution, on the one hand, and popular potentialmodels on the other. For an overview of this �eld I refer to Ref.[15℄.6 EpilogueJohn Bell was a deep and sharp thinker, a philosopher of Nature but with thetools of a theoretial physiist. And it was his great ritial intellet that ledhim to his profound disoveries. So he found together with Roman Jakiw[16℄ the elebrated anomalies of quantum �eld theory 1, whih opened thedoor to a deeper understanding of Nature (see Jakiw's [17℄ ontribution tothe book), and whih I ould enjoy in disussing with John [18℄.Bell's famous ditum:\Speakable and unspeakable in quantum mehanis"whih ollets his quantum papers to a milestone book [19℄, or its variationQuantum [Un℄speakables, the title of the onferene ommemorating John1This is by far Bell's most quoted paper!16



Bell [20℄, expresses truly his harater. The use of words, their meaning,must be very preise. I ould experiene it in all our works.Conern about terminology!This was Bell's demand. Like a moralist he attaked bad habits, the im-preise use of words. His attaks ulminated in his brilliant artile Against`measurement' [21℄, where he branded the words that should be forbidden inany serious disussion:\system, apparatus, environment, mirosopi, marosopi, reversible,irreversible, observable, information, measurement".For instane, observables should be replaed by his favorite onept, thebeables [22℄, or measurements by experiments. But it is his great humor (forme his typial Irish wit) whih makes his attaks so delightful. For example,\ordinary quantum mehanis is just �ne FAPP"FAPP = for all pratial purposes.Bell's wit you an �nd in all his ations, in every day life, and also whenhe ommuniated by drawing little skethes. In one sketh he haraterizedhimself, and indeed, John was a gifted artoonist. But before I show it Ihave to explain it a little bit.In winter time, when it was old, John liked to wear a Norwegian ap. Onthe ap one ould see the letters: APPI LAPPI embroidered. Fig.9 showsthe real ap. With this APPI LAPPI ap on his head John has skethedhimself { and as you an see from Fig.6, the ap, the hairs, the glasses, thebeard, his image is just perfet.Now I ome to the story some of you might know. Also I beame avitim of his splendid wit. His artile Bertlmann's soks and the natureof reality [23℄, where he desribed the Einstein-Podolsky-Rosen orrelationswith Bertlmann's soks, ame out of the blue for me. In our �rst years ofollaboration he never mentioned his quantum works to me. And I had notthe slightest idea that he had notied my habits of wearing soks of di�erentolours (a habit I had had sine my student days). Completely unexpeted,17



Figure 9: The real Norwegian APPI LAPPI ap of John Bellthis artile appeared and pushed me instantaneously into the debate of quan-tum mehanis, and atually it was the artoon, see Fig.11, showing me withmy odd soks in an EPR-like situation, whih really hanged my life. Every-body wants to see my soks now.My answer to Bell's artile was also a paper whih I named Bell's the-orem and the nature of reality and whih I dediated to him on oasion ofhis 60th birthday. So I wrote a preprint in July 1988 [24℄ and sent it to alluniversities, whih was the ustomary proedure at that time. It appearedlater on in Foundation of Physis [25℄. In the Conlusion of the paper I tooka little revenge by also drawing a artoon, emphasizing the spooky ation ata distane, see Fig.12. It amused John very muh, who was rather unaus-tomed to alohol, that the spooky ation esaped from a Bell whisky bottlewhih really does exist.When I reall now my ollaboration with John Bell and the time we spenttogether, I really an say it was a great and wonderful time, it was magimoments indeed, and I hope I have been able to give some impression of thisin these pages.
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Figure 10: John Bell skethed by himself19



Figure 11: \Bertlmann's soks", sketh by John Bell20



Figure 12: Conlusion of the preprint dediated to John Bell
21
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